Oregon County/District Words 2013
Division 1

1

WORD
beige

SENTENCE
Beige is a sandy color that matches most anything.

2
3

chamois
critically

4

dissuade

Dad bought a new chamois for his car.
The critically acclaimed hit did not do so well in its box office
returns.
I could not dissuade her from leaving.

5
6

flagrant
height

His flagrant disrespect of the rules was disappointing.
The sycamore can reach a height of 30 meters.

7

lore

8

occasional

Kris spends a lot of his time with his father learning the lore
of his people:
The forecast calls for occasional showers.

9

rickety

10 vicious
11 avenue

The house was perfect, except for the rickety fence in the
backyard.
Certain breeds of dogs have a vicious reputation.
She was so excited to shop on Park Avenue.

12 centipede

A centipede has one hundred legs.

13 credulous

Credulous consumers will often buy products of little or no
real value.
The strong wind disheveled my hair.

14 disheveled
15 fertile
16 icicle
17 literature
18 obedient
19 rescind
20 thwarted
21 assuage
22 cautious
23 cordial
24 discretion
25 validity

The Dust Bowl was caused by a drought that affected the
otherwise fertile farmlands.
Icicle lights include 12 spare bulbs and 4 free gutter hooks.
The student will develop an ability to critically review the
literature.
The dog at the shelter is extremely obedient and seems to
recognize any command given.
We had more people vote on the measure to rescind the new
law than ever before.
Our plans for a picnic were thwarted by the thunderstorm.
Assuage the guilt of wrongdoing by doing right.
Records show that lately consumers are becoming more
cautious.
The students were very cordial in welcoming the new
student.
I would appreciate if you used discretion in this matter, as
this is supposed to be a secret.
The customs officer will check the validity of your passport
before allowing you to enter the country.
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1

WORD
haunch

2

joust

3

nuisance

4

ratchet

5

tenacious

SENTENCE
My main course was a venison haunch steak served on a
cabbage mash.
The medieval joust took place on an open field.
Dogs left alone to bark for long periods may be a noise
nuisance to people living nearby.
A ratchet is a mechanical tool that allows movement in only one
direction.
The speaker had a tenacious grip on her product since it was
the only one available.
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1

WORD
arachnid

SENTENCE
Spiders, scorpions and ticks are in the arachnid class.

2

casually

3

concentrate

Please have your child dress casually for the picnic as we'll be
outside for most of the day.
I concentrate on my studies to improve my grades.

4

discourteous

She was very discourteous towards her customers.

5

fascinating

Many people find mythological stories fascinating to read and
learn about.
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